With the rapid spread of resistance among parasites and bacterial pathogens, antibiotic-resistant infections have drawn much attention worldwide. Consequently, there is an urgent need to develop new strategies to treat neglected diseases and drug-resistant infections. Here, we outline several new strategies that have been developed to counter pathogenic microorganisms by designing and constructing antimicrobial peptides (AMPs). In addition to traditional discovery and design mechanisms guided by chemical biology, synthetic biology and computationally-based approaches offer useful tools for the discovery and generation of bioactive peptides. We believe that the convergence of such fields, coupled with systematic experimentation in animal models, will help translate biological peptides into the clinic. The future of anti-infective therapeutics is headed towards specifically designed molecules whose form is driven by computer-based frameworks. These molecules are selective, stable, and active at therapeutic doses.
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Introduction
The rise of multi-resistant microorganisms has created a need for new strategies compared to conventional antibiotics. 1 One alternative is antimicrobial peptides (AMPs), the most well studied class of bioactive peptides. These versatile molecules act through multiple mechanisms against pathogenic microorganisms and can have synergistic effects when combined with other families of antibiotics. 2 Peptides that have antimicrobial, [3] [4] [5] antibiofilm, 6, 7 and immunomodulatory activities 8, 9 may be part of host-defense systems 10 or designed in silico. 11, 12 These peptides exhibit common features such as small lengths, 13 net positive charges, [3] [4] [5] amphipathic structures, 13 and broad-spectrum biological activities. 7 However, recently there have been reported mechanisms of action revealing their specific extra-and intracellular targets. 14 There are countless families and various structural compositions of AMPs, so standardized studies may not uniformly be the most appropriate way to improve the design and predict the activity of this class of molecules. Several attempts to increase the accuracy of AMP design for optimal activity and selectivity towards microorganisms have been reported recently. 15, 16 Moreover, AMPs, serving as novel antibiotics, act through diverse mechanisms, 17 making it difficult for microorganisms to acquire resistance. 18, 19 Among the prospective antibiotic candidates, the ones aimed at precise treatment or prevention stand out as promising alternatives that could help overcome the challenge imposed by multidrug-resistant microorganisms. 1 Nucleic acid-based systems, such as the clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats-associated systems (CRISPR-Cas), have been recently used to generate sequence-specific antimicrobials, in addition to their applications for precise RNA-guided genome editing, epigenetic modification, and gene regulation in numerous eukaryotic and prokaryotic organisms. 20 Another example of precise treatment is the use of peptide nucleic acids, i.e., synthetic polymers composed of N-(2-aminoethyl)-glycine units and purine or pyrimidine bases linked by peptide bonds. Peptide nucleic acids act by inhibiting the translation of target genes. 21 Despite the efforts and advances made in the peptide field over the last decades, the characteristics of AMPs that directly affect their activity are still not completely understood. Peptide researchers usually categorize the main physicochemical and structural features of these complex molecules by correlating them with biological activities. 22, 23 The activity determinants that might be extracted experimentally are less complex yet directly related to the most fundamental physicochemical properties of the peptides. Hydrophobicityrelated properties, net charge, and helicity are among the most often used features for the design of AMPs. Mutagenesis of known molecules can reveal how changes in these properties affect activity. Progress in bioinformatics and computational biology has led to the development of more complex and descriptive features related not only to physicochemical properties but also to structural features at a microscopic level. 22, 23 This Feature Article reports recent efforts to design and engineer peptides as novel anti-infective agents. We envision that the applications of AMPs go beyond the generation of antibiotics. Understanding their most basic features from first principles, at a level that allows us to predict their function, might be the key for all protein/peptide involved processes, precipitating their application in materials science and medical devices and leading to ground-truth understanding of fundamental physicochemical properties, such as protein folding, self-assembly, and the effects of diverse organic materials.
Discovery of biologically active peptides in nature
Before the introduction of computational biology techniques, there were fundamentally two ways to obtain biologically active peptides: isolating natural peptides from living beings or through template-based design of new peptides ( Fig. 1 ). Isolation is typically followed by purification, characterization, and screening for the biological purposes desired. The design of template-based peptides is based on exhaustive structural analyses of previously described bioactive peptides that are subsequently synthesized and screened for their biological activity; the aim is to obtain ''hits'' that can be explored as new templates for another round of template-based design.
However, the isolation of natural molecules and the templatebased design of new peptides are costly and time-consuming approaches with a low success rate. Computational biology tools, along with high throughput screening methods, have brought biophysics, physical-chemistry, and chemical biology derived complexity to the design of bioactive peptides, generating an extraordinary growth in data relative to that previously available from sequences deposited in databases. This vast increase in data subsequently led to the need for refined ways to transform it into useful information for the design and optimization of active peptides. Data mining this information manually is virtually impossible, since the sequence space of peptides is extremely large, for instance, a 15 residues peptide would have a total sequence space of 20 15 (3.2768 Â 10 19 sequences) considering only the natural amino acids. Thus, computational tools dedicated to refining data analyses have been extensively adopted for the purpose of drug design. 12 
Identification of cryptic peptides from natural templates
Among the most promising computational biology tools for the discovery of functional peptides, pattern recognition algorithms Fig. 1 Antimicrobial peptides might be obtained from diverse natural sources, such as insects, arachnids, mammalians, plants, and microorganisms. In silico generation of peptides is also an important source of prospective synthetic antimicrobial compounds.
(PRAs) stand out because of their accuracy and usefulness. PRAs enable comparative modeling, that is, the identification of encrypted templates from the proteolytic processing of large precursors that do not necessarily present biological activity ( Fig. 2) .
Typically, the algorithms account for well-established chemical, physical, or biological parameters that are known to influence biological activity. For instance, Pane et al. 24 reported the linear correlation of antimicrobial activity to the distribution of net charge, hydrophobicity, and the length of the sequences, considering the relative contribution of each parameter defined by the algorithm in a strain-specific manner. The fitness function allowed the identification of AMPs through a computational-experimental framework with which the scoring functions of the activation peptide of pepsin A, the main human stomach protease, and its N-and C-terminal halves were also reported as AMPs. 25 The three peptides from pepsinogen A3 isoform, (P)PAP-A3 (PIMYKVPL IRKKSLRRTLSERGLLKDFLKKHNLNPARKYFPQWAPTL), (P)IMY25 (PIMYKVPLIRKKSLRRTLSERGLLKD) and FLK22 (FLKKHNLNPAR KYFPQWAPTL), were prepared in a recombinant form using a fusion carrier specifically developed to express toxic peptides in Escherichia coli. 26 Recombinant pepsinogen A3-derived peptides presented wide-spectrum antimicrobial activities, with MIC values in the range 1.56-50 mmol L À1 , and no toxicity toward human cells, and they exhibited anti-infective activity in vivo. Moreover, the activation peptide was bactericidal at pH 3.5, which is relevant to foodborne pathogens. The authors show that this new class of previously unexplored AMPs contributes to microbial surveillance within the human stomach.
Bioprospection of anti-infective peptides
Several approaches for the prediction of active peptides from natural templates have been reported over the last decades. 27 Bioinformatics tools have contributed substantially to unravelling the role of descriptors in structure-activity studies and natural motifs leading to important biological functions 28 (Fig. 3 ). The understanding of the role of descriptors enables not only the rational design of peptides but the prediction of their biological functions.
The use of computer-aided design of synthetic derivatives from natural templates represents a novel strategy for the generation of active peptides. [30] [31] [32] For example, the guava fruit-derived peptide Pg-AMP1(RESPSSRMECYEQAERYGYGG YGGGRYGGGYGSGRGQPVGQGVERSHDDNRNQPR) has been used as a template to generate the guavanin synthetic peptides by means of a genetic algorithm (GA) that introduces specific modifications. The methodology included a descriptive equation as a fitness function that drives the algorithm, and the interruption of the algorithm before reaching a diversity plateau, thus allowing exploration of another parcel of peptide combinatorial sequence space containing completely different peptide sequences. The approach was based on the most well-known physicochemical and biophysical properties of AMPs such as hydrophobicity, net charge, and polar/nonpolar ratio. Among the new computergenerated sequences, perhaps the most interesting is the synthetic peptide guavanin 2 (RQYMRQIEQALRYGYRISRR), which is bactericidal at low micromolar concentrations. The mechanism of action of guavanin 2 was revealed to involve disruption and hyperpolarization of membranes in E. coli cells. 29 The greatest advantage of using GAs is the flexibility of exploring any property of the molecules. Free energy has been studied for several smaller organic compounds; 33 however, very few thorough energetic studies have been done for peptides and proteins, as the complexity of those systems is computationally costly and time-consuming. Supady et al. reported the identification of low-energy conformers employing a GA that searched segments of the conformation space for molecules with lower energetic profiles. The authors aimed to predict all conformers within an energy window above the global minimum instead of finding the global minimum energy. They used wellestablished first principles of molecular structure for drug design to evaluate a data set extracted from a database consisting of amino acid dipeptide conformers and compared the performance of a systematic search with that of a random conformer generator. 33 The massive data collections generated by high-throughput screens require effective collecting, interpreting and integrating techniques. 34 Machine learning (ML) is one of the most active areas of research in computer science, with broad applications in the fields of biological engineering and synthetic biology ( Fig. 4 ) that allow the interpretation and integration of highthroughtput data. 35 Among the numerous applications of this methodology, the efficient optimization of antimicrobial compounds is of particular interest for combating the growth of antimicrobial resistance. Yoshida et al. presented a proof-of-concept methodology for efficiently optimizing the efficacy of AMPs. 36 The authors combined a GA, ML, and in vitro evaluation to create optimal peptide candidates against E. coli. Forty-four lead compounds were identified, all of them derived from a small cationic natural template. The hits obtained were up to 160-fold more active than the wild-type peptide after three cycles of predictions. This technique also enabled the authors to design peptides with different structural tendencies, ranging from unstructured to welldefined helical molecules, which were more active than the wildtype. Results such as those obtained by Supady et al. exemplify how ML can provide tools and accelerate the discovery of AMPs with promising antimicrobial activities, allowing the exploration of structural patterns and indicating how particular descriptors influence biological activity. Mechanisms of action also fall within the compass of machine learning-based design models. Lee et al. developed a support vector machine-based classifier to investigate a-helical AMPs with activity in bacterial membranes. 37 The model related a-helicity, determined by X-ray scattering, to in vitro antimicrobial activity. The authors were able to associate negative Gaussian membrane curvature as an indirect measure of antimicrobial activity.
Maybe the most promising of the artificial intelligence design techniques is the hierarchically embedded neural networks, also known as deep learning (DL). 38 The main advantage of DL over other approaches, such as GA and ML, is the direct prediction of peptides antimicrobial activity intead of relying on the calculation of intrinsic or other complex structural and physicochemical properties of these molecules. However, this advantage might also be an disadvantage, since the access to reliable and comparable biological data in large amounts is difficult because we currently lack standard procedures for purifying and testing peptides. Muller et al. 39 proposed using long short-term memory recurrent neural networks for designing combinatorial de novo peptides. The model learned from patterns present in a-helical AMP sequences from databases and was able to generate new peptides from the learned context. The authors reported that most of the AMPs generated (82%) were indeed active.
Design approaches to improve on biology's templates: the advent of synthetic and computer-made peptides
The rise of multi-drug resistant microorganisms has led to a postantibiotic era: conventional antibiotics have lost their effectiveness and infections caused by antibiotic-resistant organisms lead to serious health problems and can be lethal. As a result, it is essential that new alternatives with potential to fight these resistant infectious agents are developed. AMPs are promising alternatives to classical antibiotics, as they present diverse mechanisms of action; 16, 28 sometimes, AMPs are able to slow down the evolution of resistance. 2 Despite many efforts, structure-activity relationship (SAR) studies are not conclusive regarding the impact of physicochemical properties and structure on biological activities, mostly because of the lack of standard procedures for accurately determining descriptor values and experimental protocols.
Currently, SAR studies, by indicating ways to systematically modify the peptides, can be used to determine how changes in composition and structure affect biological activities. The overall aim comprises maximizing antimicrobial activity and resistance to proteolytic degradation, while minimizing toxicity towards the host. There are several ways to classify the most commonly used design techniques. The most well-known methodologies that have been used to design new AMPs and guide SAR studies are sitedirected mutagenesis, computational design approaches, synthetic libraries, template-assisted methodologies, and mechanism-based strategies ( Fig. 5 ).
Mutagenesis
There are several effective ways to design and evaluate a family of peptides by means of substituting amino acid residues in the original sequence by residues with different properties. 28 Fig. 4 Machine learning uses statistical methods to enable computer systems to learn and progressively improve their performance as far as generating bioactive compounds from physicochemical, structural and biological activity data. Physicochemical-guided peptide design is the most effective approach for also considering the effects of specific changes made to the structure of AMPs ( Fig. 6 ). For example, polybia-CP (ILGTILGLLKSL-NH 2 ), a toxic wasp venom peptide, was redesigned to be a non-toxic antimicrobial agent with anti-infective activity in vivo through the systematic evaluation of each residue of the original sequence. First, an Ala-scan screening was performed to check the role of each residue in structure and biological activities. The information obtained allowed the design of a second generation of polybia-CP derivatives with substitutions that directly influenced the antimicrobial and cytotoxic activities while the helical structure of the peptides was favored. The strategy supported helicity as the most important structural feature of the antimicrobial activity of these small cationic amphipathic peptides, while hydrophobicity-related properties were directly responsible for the toxic activity ( Fig. 6 ). 40 Using a similar approach, we obtained different results for decoralin, a small cationic amphipathic peptide derived from wasp venom. Decoralin (SLLSLIRKLIT-NH 2 ) Ala-scan screening revealed the importance of a Lys residue for the biological activities of the peptide, and changes on the hydrophobic face of the amphipathic structure led to higher helical tendency and increased resistance to degradation by proteases. The helicity of the decoralin family did not correlate to activity, although the balance between the increased hydrophobicity and the insertion of positively charged residues on the hydrophilic face and on the interface of the helical structure generated highly active peptides. 41, 42 The decoralin derivatives also inhibited the growth of MCF-7 human breast cancer cells 43 and Plasmodium sporozoites. 44 High-throughput peptide synthesis, by enabling the correlation of the most important biological descriptors with the biological activities of the peptides, 45 is another powerful tool for mutagenesis studies. 45, 46 The systematic substitution within a native sequence of all possible options for each amino acid generates a synthetic library and a large amount of data that can guide the design of peptides with enhanced activity. It is not possible to evaluate the entire sequence space of the peptides; however, representative canonical residues of each kind of amino acid (basic, acidic, aliphatic, hydrophobic, and pseudo-amino acid) are chosen first to explore accentuated differences in biological and physicochemical descriptors 45 (Fig. 7) .
The use of D-enantiomeric amino acids for mutagenesis studies is a well-known approach for preventing peptide degradation in the presence of proteolytic enzymes. 44 D-Enantiomeric amino acids have greater bioavailability than L-enantiomers, and their use makes it possible to avoid abrupt changes in structural and physicochemical properties, which may have unforeseen functional effects. Thus, peptides consisting of D-amino acids are powerful tools for mutagenesis studies. For instance, we proposed the design of a series of peptides including L-, D-, and retro-inverso peptides. In this series, the D-peptides presented the most promising low cytotoxicity against mammalian cells, which is an expected effect of the insertion of D-amino acids on lytic peptides sequences, 47 and inhibitory activity at low concentrations (10 mg mL À1 ) against the formation of biofilms by multidrug-resistant P. aeruginosa strains. 48, 49 Biofilms are aggregates of microorganisms in which cells are embedded in a self-produced matrix of extracellular polymeric substances that are adhere to each other and to a surface 50 (Fig. 8A ).
Di Grazia et al. 51 showed the effect of rational substitutions of L-amino acids by D-amino acids in a very comprehensive study about esculetin-1a(1-12) (GIFSKLAGKKIKNLLISGLKG-NH 2 ). The authors showed that compared to the wild-type, the D-peptide derivative was significantly less toxic towards mammalian cells, more effective against P. aeruginosa biofilms, more stable in serum, and had increased ability to promote migration of lung epithelial cells. Mutagenesis studies must always contain molecular descriptors, which are physicochemical or structural-related parameters that describe which peptide sequences correspond to particular biological functions. These descriptors can have multiple levels of complexity, making it difficult to attribute to a specific descriptor its actual effect, or weight, on the biological functions shown by the peptides. There are several characteristics of the sequences that are responsible for their descriptor values such as molecular weight, structure, volume, number of rotatable bounds, atom types, electronegativities, polarizabilities, topological charge, among several others. The majority of these descriptors are non-empirical and generated through knowledge-based, graph-theoretical, molecular mechanical or quantum-mechanical tools. The descriptors are classified according to scalar physicochemical or structural features; bi-dimensional and three-dimensional molecular descriptors are classified according to their amino acid sequences. 32 A solid theory that can model and describe all sorts of structural and physicochemical properties of AMPs would rely on the standardization of experimental protocols, which is so far lacking. The absence of standardization is, in fact, the major obstacle to applying the results described in mutagenesis studies to clinical studies. It is difficult to discern a rational design set of rules among experimental procedures that are different from other studies in the literature. Advances in computational technologies applied to the design of peptides are starting to provide a basis for more clear explanations and very detailed design processes that might be used to design similar classes or families of bioactive peptides. 12, 26, 29, 31, 32 However, simpler approaches, such as homology by alignment, structure-function design, and high-throughput screens, can also provide standardized datasets that are easy to compare. Mardirossian et al. described Tur1A (RRIRFRPPYLPRPGRRPR FPPPFPIPRIPRIP), a proline-rich AMP from bottleneck dolphins that is internalized by bacterial cells and acts, in E. coli, by targeting the bacterial ribosome with low cytotoxicity toward mammalian cells. This peptide was identified after comparison with orthologous mammalian proline-rich host-defense peptides that present the same mechanism of action. 52 Another example is structure-function-guided design, which involves systematic substitutions made to the sequence of a particular template molecule. For the wasp venom AMP polybia-CP, we first generated analogs with increased activity by fine-tuning modifications in specific residues of the helical structure that would confer higher helical tendency and then made small modifications to decrease the affinity of the peptides to mammalian cells, generating selective AMPs with low cytotoxicity and high antimicrobial potency. 40 In silico combinatorial exploration: towards the design of artificial, computer-made therapeutic peptides Several active peptides have been generated by combinatorial design based on activity descriptors that do not account for structural comparison with existing molecules but, rather, are based on known physicochemical properties of the amino acid residues present in the sequences of the designed peptides. Essentially, the de novo-designed AMPs are restricted to preestablished motifs that consider amphipathic balances between polar and hydrophobic residues and sequence length explorations. 53 Optimization of de novo-generated AMPs via the use of GAs has yielded potent antimicrobial agents. 54, 55 However, some of the resulting peptides might also be toxic because some of the properties neglected for their design, such as hydrophobic-related features, lead to high affinity towards eukaryotic membranes. 56 Design strategies are now taking into consideration more complex descriptors, and the AMPs generated de novo are more selective for prokaryotic cells, 39, 57, 58 not only for antimicrobial purposes but for other biochemical processes, such as peptide substrates for enzymes 59 that affect essential biochemical pathways of prokaryotic microorganisms. The in silico exploration have allowed to expand the usefulness of peptides for other technological uses.
Antibiofilm peptides
The formation of pathogenic bacterial biofilms on medical devices and damaged body tissues is a challenging obstacle to the effective treatment of bacterial infections in clinical settings. 60 The steady increase in the number of drug-resistant microorganisms forming biofilms during treatment or post-surgery highlights the need to effectively combat biofilms (Fig. 8B) . We have reported several classes of AMPs as versatile antibiofilm agents. 48, [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] LL-37 (LLGDFFRKSKEKIGKEFKRIVQRIKDFLRNLVPRTES) and its fragment sequence 1037 (RFRIRVRV-NH 2 ) were two of the first AMPs described as antibiofilm peptides against P. aeruginosa laboratory strains under dynamic continuous flow conditions 72 and also against pathogens isolated from cystic fibrosis patients. 61 Later, the bactenecin-derived AMP 1018 (RLIVAVRIWRR-NH 2 ) and additional analogs were also described as antibiofilm peptides with higher activity against biofilms than planktonic bacteria, and more active than other active molecules, such as LL-37 and 1037, under the same conditions. These results revealed potentially different mechanisms underlying peptide-mediated targeting of planktonic versus biofilm cells. The hydrophobicity-related features of this family of peptides played an important role in their antibiofilm activity. Peptide 1018 and its analogs with conserved or increased hydrophobicity were able to eradicate 99% of the biofilm and even prevent biofilm formation 61 and did not increase their toxicity.
Another peptide described as antibiofilm agent 6 include DJK-5 (vqwrairvrvir-NH 2 ), a D-enantiomeric synthetic analog of a previously described antibiofilm peptide (1018). DJK-5 is still among one of the most active molecules against bacterial biofilms and effectively targeted several species, such as P. aeruginosa, E. coli, Acinetobacter baumannii, Klebsiella. pneumoniae, and Salmonella enterica. DJK-5 is able to eradicate and prevent biofilm formation at 0.5-8 mg mL À1 , a concentration range lower than that at which LL-37 is effective (B50% inhibition at 16 mg mL À1 ). 72 DJK-5, which is non-cytotoxic, also has the advantage of being resistant to proteolytic degradation and consequently, showing activity in animal models. Random peptide mixtures 73 or copolymers 74,75 that mimic peptides have been described as a potential alternative to mutagenesis studies for generating antimicrobial and antibiofilm agents. 76, 77 For instance, Stern et al. used sequence random hydrophobic-cationic peptides formed by L-phenylalanine and L-/D-lysine mixtures against methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus biofilms. The homochiral and heterochiral 1 : 1 ratio mixtures presented MICs of 6 mg mL À1 , acting through penetrating the bacterial cells, low hemolytic activity and were more effective at eradicating biofilms than the antibiotic daptomycin.
Conjugating peptides with other molecules, such as lipids and antibiotics is also a promising strategy for increasing their antimicrobial and antibiofilm activities. For instance, Bionda et al. 78 designed synthetic cyclic lipopeptide analogs of fusaricidin through a positional scanning combinatorial approach. Some of the analogs proposed by the authors were able to inhibit ESKAPE pathogens growth and formation of P. aeruginosa and S. aureus biofilms.
Immunomodulatory peptides
The role played by AMPs goes beyond their known activities against pathogenic bacteria. As naturally occurring AMPs evolved over millions of years, they became essential components of the innate immune system. 79 Immunomodulatory AMPs act in innate immunity through complex immunomodulatory pathways, many of which are still unclear. 80 We recently described high-throughput screening methods for assessing the diverse immunomodulatory activities of peptides. These methods can be applied to design new synthetic immunomodulators. For instance, these methods generated innate defense regulator peptides (IDR) synthetic analogs that, besides presenting high activity against methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus, also stimulate the production of monocyte chemoattractant protein (MCP-1) and suppress LPS-induced interleukin (IL)-1b production in human peripheral blood mononuclear cells. 81 These peptides showed immunomodulatory activity profiles similar to that of the potent peptide 1018. 82 Additionally, 1018 presented activity against P. aeruginosa and Burkholderia cenocepacia cystic fibrosis isolates. 61, 62 Another example of engineered synthetic peptides with varied immunomodulatory activities is clavanin-MO (FLPIIVFQFLGKIIH HVGNFVHGFSHVF-NH 2 ), which modulates innate immunity by stimulating both leukocyte recruitment to the site of infection, and the production of immune mediators GM-CSF, IFN-g and MCP-1. Clavanin-MO also suppresses the inflammatory response, preventing it from becoming excessive and potentially harmful, by increasing the synthesis of anti-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-10, and repressing the levels of the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-12 and TNF-a. 83 Lipopeptides, such as amphomycins, polymyxins, teicoplanins, and bacitracins, 84 are also well-known for their varied mechanisms of action, which includes intracellular targets 85 and immunomodulatory activity. 86 For example, daptomycin has immunomodulatory properties, resulting in the suppression of cytokine expression after host immune response stimulation by methicillinresistant S. aureus. Although daptomycin is structurally related to amphomycins, which inhibit peptidoglycan biosynthesis, daptomycin was shown to be a membrane permeabilizing lipopeptide that is also capable of depolarizing the bacterial cell membrane.
Antimicrobial peptides as antibiotic potentiators
Exploiting the synergistic effects of antimicrobial agents that act through different mechanisms is being explored as a promising approach to the problem of antimicrobial resistance. Molecules such as AMPs, which sometimes present different mechanisms of action against certain microorganisms, are versatile tools to increase susceptibility and re-sensitize antibiotic-resistant microorganisms.
For example, the antimicrobial and potent antibiofilm peptide 1018 has been reported to synergize with ceftazidime, ciprofloxacin, imipenem, and tobramycin, decreasing by 2-to 64-fold the concentration of antibiotic required to treat biofilms formed by P. aeruginosa, E. coli, A. baumannii, K. pneumoniae, S. enterica, and methicillin-resistant S. aureus, 70 which represent most of the multidrug-resistant ESKAPE pathogens included in a list of multidrug-resistant bacteria created by the World Health Organization (Enterococcus faecium, S. aureus, K. pneumoniae, A. baumannii, P. aeruginosa, and Enterobacter spp.). Other examples of AMPs that synergize with antibiotics are the potent and stable synthetic peptides DJK-5 and DJK-6 (vqwrrirvwvir-NH 2 ). Their activity against multidrug-resistant carbapenemase-producing K. pneumoniae isolates led to 16-fold lower concentrations of b-lactamases, such as meropenem, needed to combat 2-day-old biofilms. 63 The role of AMPs as re-sensitizers of resistant bacteria has been systematically evaluated by Lazar et al. By screening the effect of 24 AMPs against 60 resistant E. coli strains, the authors found that the antibiotic-resistant bacteria presented a high frequency of collateral sensitivity to AMPs but very little crossresistance. The authors also identified clinically relevant multidrug-resistance mutations that led to increased bacterial sensitivity to AMPs and described regulatory changes shaping the lipopolysaccharide composition of the bacterial outer membrane that were directly related to the collateral sensitivity in these multidrug-resistant microorganisms. 2 Therefore, AMPantibiotic combinations may be able to enhance antibiotic activities against multidrug-resistant bacteria, and most likely those combinations will slow down the de novo evolution of resistance.
In vivo testing of synthetic bioactive peptides
Only a small number of biologically active peptides is currently being used in the clinic, such as such as polymyxin B, gramicidin S, nisin, caspofungin, and brilacidin, and in clinical trials. 87, 88 To reach this stage, the AMPs have to show potential for overcoming all existing limitations and bioavailability issues and show efficacy in a range of conditions using standardize experiments. As examples of peptides in advanced phases (phase III) of clinical trials we highlight D2A21, a synthetic peptide for the treatment of infected burns and wounds that operates by interacting directly with the membrane of the pathogens. 89 Additionally, SGX942 is small synthetic cationic AMP, for the treatment of oral mucositis through multiple mechanisms of action, ranging from disrupting bacterial cell membrane to long-lasting immunomodulatory effects. 90 Peptide stability and bioavailability have limited their use, but the most important limitation is the lack of in vivo studies, as assessing their efficiency in vivo is essential. Animal models are the closest approximations to clinical conditions and the most reliable manner of assessing the efficacy of peptides and delivery methods. Rodents are the most frequently used class of animals for peptide studies in vivo, because they exhibit similarity to the relevant clinical conditions and because these animals are readily available, cheaper than other animals such as rabbits, pigs and non-human primates, and easy to handle. A considerable number of animal models aim to mimic conditions ranging from simulating biofilm and systemic bacterial infections to neurodegenerative or complex disorders caused by microorganisms. The reproducibility and translatability of in vitro bioactivity results into in vivo assays is still a great challenge because the in vitro conditions are not ideal and far from comparable to the ones encountered by the molecules in animal models. An alternative to this problem is simplifying the animal models to screen for candidates for subsequent, more complex tests. We have experienced diverse behavior of peptides when translating these active molecules from in vitro antimicrobial and antibiofilm assays to skin scarification mouse models. Usually, peptides present lower activity in vivo due to the lack of stability or the multitude of interactions that they undergo with the multitude of different classes of molecules in a living animal. To minimize these obstacles we have decided to test peptides in skin scarification murine models of abcess formation. 25, 29, 40, 91, 92 The computationally generated peptide, EcDBS1R5 (PMKKLKLALRLAAKIAPVW), inspired by an E. coli AMP, was active at 8 mmol L À1 against P. aeruginosa in in vitro assays, while in a skin scarification mouse model infected by P. aeruginosa, the same peptide was active only at a concentration 8-fold higher (64 mmol L À1 ), 92 even though the concentration was lower than its cytotoxic activity (4128 mmol L À1 ). Another example with the same translational behavior is PaDBS1R6 (PMARNKKLLKKLRLK IAFK), a synthetic peptide designed by the Joker algorithm. PaDBS1R6 is an AMP selective for Gram-negative bacteria that was not active against mammalian cells (4128 mmol L À1 ). It presented in vitro activity against P. aeruginosa at 8-16 mmol L À1 , while its activity in animal models was shown at 64 mmol L À1 . 91 However, in some cases, we observed peptides that were as active in vivo as they were in vitro, such as polybia-CP and its analogs, which presented anti-P. aeruginosa activity at 4 mmol L À1 . 40 Additional technology development and modelling will be required to ensure predictive correlations between data acquired in vitro and that obtained in vivo.
Synthetic biology platforms for antimicrobial peptide production
Despite the significant progress in studies involving peptides and small proteins, the large-scale production of these molecules with high yields and purity for further commercial applications remains challenging. 28 Mostly, AMPs are extracted from natural sources or synthesized chemically. Isolation and purification of AMPs from natural sources are very useful tools for initial screenings; however, the overall process is extremely laborious and results in low yields. As an alternative, solid-phase peptide synthesis has been exhaustively used and optimized in the last decades and is now very effective for all kinds of peptides, including complex cyclic peptides and non-canonical amino acid-containing peptides. However, solid-phase peptide synthesis is still limited to peptides containing more than 35-40 residues. 93 Coupling and deprotection steps are less effective in peptides this long, 94 and there are side-reactions and cross-reactions that are difficult to avoid. 94 Moreover, volumetric use of toxic reagents for amino acid coupling and/or activation reaction increases with the number of peptide chain residues, posing adverse environment impacts. An alternative is the SPOT synthesis of peptides, which enables rapid synthesis and screens using peptides at small scales. However, the yield and purity are still an issue. 95 Synthetic biology approaches of recombining DNA offer a more sustainable, scalable, and cost-effective production of AMPs than the chemical-synthesis route because synthetic biology offers an unusually high degree of flexibility for genetically engineering microorganisms such as bacteria and yeasts. 96 The heterologous expression of AMPs is generally performed by expressing a fusion protein to facilitate microbial production as well as simplified purification, decreasing toxicity to the producer cell and increasing resistance to enzymatic degradation. Usually, the carrier proteins are then cleaved and separated from AMPs. 97 Deng et al. reviewed different types of cell factories used to produce AMPs, including E. coli and Bacillus subtilis and the yeast Pichia pastoris and Saccharomyces cerevisae. 98 Based on the physicochemical and structural properties of AMPs, such as cationicity, amphipathicity, and hydrophobicrelated features, AMPs are highly active against several host organisms. The selection of microorganisms and the rational design of plasmid libraries have led to the production of functional recombinant AMPs with improved expression yields. However, there are no general rules for selecting expression hosts, plasmid features, and fusion tags for producing a given fusion protein-AMP with guaranteed maximum productivity. Therefore, it is important that expression is conducted using well-known host microorganisms and plasmid libraries, and well-established approaches. 99 As an alternative to the well-stablished E. coli and cell free extracts platforms for AMP production, we have engineered a versatile, on-demand yeast-based synthetic biology platform that allows AMP production in bioreactors. 100, 101 Using this technology, we were able to express the AMP apidaecin-1b (GNNRPVYIPQPRPPHPRL) at higher yields and lower cost than those obtained using E. coli-based platforms. The AMP produced had the same biological activities in vitro and in vivo when compared to both its chemically synthesized and purified version. 102 The future of peptides as anti-infectives
Selectivity
The next-generation of precision antimicrobials should exhibit high selectivity towards pathogens and specificity against the desired targeted species. Synthetic peptides are promising candidates, and although still at an early stage, these agents have been rationally engineered by tuning their physicochemical and structural properties that are directly related to the primary sequence ( Fig. 9 ). The modifications proposed turn these rationally designed AMPs into selective molecules for targeted killing of specific microbes. A range of approaches have been developed to promote selectivity of targeted peptides, such as using intelligent-driven discovery algorithms based on information of non-cytotoxic peptides or evolving peptides considering properties that favor AMPmicroorganism's membranes interactions. For instance, the algorithm Joker was used to rationally design the AMP PaDBS1R6, which presented selective antibacterial activities in vitro and in vivo against Gram-negative bacteria at concentrations as low as 16 mmol L À1 . 91 PaDBS1R6F10 (KKLRLKIAFK), which was designed by a sliding-window strategy on the basis of the 19-amino acid residue peptide, derived from a Pyrobaculum aerophilum ribosomal protein, exhibited anti-infective potential as it decreased the bacterial load in murine Pseudomonas aeruginosa cutaneous infections by more than 1000-fold. PaDBS1R6F10 did not exhibit cytotoxic and hemolytic effects against mammalian cells.
AMPs are mostly described to have activity against bacterial cells for the treatment or prevention of bacterial-related infections and disorders. However, AMPs can also be repurposed to target other types of cells such as pathogenic microorganisms (e.g., protozoa), [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] or cancer cells. 43, 111 Decoralin, a broad-spectrum antibacterial AMP from the venom of the wasp Oreumenes decoratum, was recently reported to be inactive against Plasmodium species. However, by modifying the N-terminal extremity of this cytotoxic peptide, we were able to create synthetic derivatives having antiplasmodial activity at sub-micromolar concentrations that were not toxic against mammalian cells. Features such as positive net charge and hydrophobicity were fine-tuned in the N-terminal extremity, yielding the selective antiplasmodial agents. 44 Decoralin was also repurposed into a selective anticancer agent through rational design, leading to the formation of necrotic pathways in breast cancer cells. Changes in hydrophobicity favoring the amphipathic structure, and helical conformations were described as being responsible for the anticancer activity of the decoralin analogs. 43 Computational approaches for predicting active peptides
The diverse computational biology approaches available for drug discovery are a powerful tool for the accurate design of active peptides. The performance of methods varies depending on desired target and the availability of data and resources. The generation of more complex descriptors and scoring functions are key steps for developing more effective computationally aided drug design technologies.
An alternative would be to couple methods based on structural data and those based in physicochemical features with molecular dynamics and molecular modeling, for example, the combination of quantum mechanics and molecular mechanics to create comprehensive suites to analyse target proteins or peptides and generate precise output data, such as the one described by Melo et al.. 112 The authors merged the two widely used molecular dynamics and visualization softwares NAMD and VMD with the quantum chemistry packages ORCA and MOPAC, demonstrating that interface, setup, execution, visualization, and analysis can be straightforward procedures for all levels of expertise.
Another example of precise AMP prediction are initiatives to find or build molecules that are selectively active against microorganisms. Vishnepolsky et al. 113 recently described a predictive model of small linear AMPs that present antimicrobial activity against particular Gram-negative strains. The authors accurately distinguished active peptides with specific activity against E. coli ATCC 25922 and P. aeruginosa ATCC 27853 using a semi-supervised machine-learning approach coupled to a density-based clustering algorithm. Veltri et al. 114 reported a method that constructs and selects complex descriptors of AMPs based on sequence patterns. This method might provide a summary of antibacterial activity at the sequence level by recognizing the antimicrobial activity of a peptide and predicting its target selectivity based on models of activity against Grampositive and Gram-negative bacteria.
Self-assembled peptides
Self-assembled molecules, such as lipids, sugars, nucleic acids, proteins, and peptides are fundamental building blocks comprising cell membranes, cell cytoskeletal structures and extracellular matrices. 115 Understanding peptide folding and self-assembling is still a challenge even with recent advances in computational biology, data-mining and experimental techniques. 116 Due to their small size compared to proteins, peptides are dynamic molecules that 
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tend to transition from disordered to helical, bor g-turns or stranded structures depending on the surrounding environment. AMPs are well-known for adopting defined structures in the presence of hydrophobic/hydrophilic interfaces, such as the interface of solvents and the membrane of microorganisms, because of their amphipathic sequence. Most of the known AMPs are helical when in contact with the membrane of cells. However, the composition of cells deeply influence the mechanism of action of peptides and their potency to destabilize the lipid bilayer that compose the biological membranes. 28 The self-assembly of peptides has been explored as a feature for understanding or modifying biological activities, besides preventing peptide exposure to enzymatic degradation. 117 Selfassembled peptides have been used as building blocks for the generation of smart supramolecular nanomaterials used for biomedical applications, such as drug delivery, tissue engineering, antibacterial agents, and nanosensors. 115, 118 Some of the advantages of the self-assembled peptide nanostructures are chemical diversity, biocompatibility, high loading capacity for both hydrophobic and hydrophilic drugs, and their ability to respond to stimuli or to target molecular recognition sites or specific membrane compositions. 118 However, understanding how peptides or small proteins fold and how to design amino acid portions so that they adopt certain geometrical arrangements is still the greatest obstacle to taking full advantage of self-assembled amphiphilic peptides. Several efforts have been made to tackle this issue, mostly using computational resources to predict ordering and tendency of each specific amino acid to adopt certain conformations during folding. 119, 120 The de novo design of self-assembled peptides and proteins is still the most widely accepted approach to the problem because of experimental limitation in obtaining dynamic properties during structuring. 121 Thus, new ways to effectively combine computational and experimental methods are needed to increase our understanding of the specific role of the amino acid sequences in the supramolecular self-assembly of these molecules.
Merging synthetic biology, physicochemistry and computational biology approaches for the discovery, design and production of antimicrobial peptides
We envision that the next steps towards the translation of AMPs into clinical use will involve merging the discovery and design of novel selective and potent AMPs by means of computer science, automation and high-throughput chemical synthesis and screening. This would be followed by analysing the biological activity of these molecules and their production through synthetic biology, thus significantly reducing cost and labor ( Fig. 10) .
Achieving this will enable the creation of a machine capable of autonomous molecular discovery and screening. The development of efficient technologies to automate discovery is the most promising of the remaining steps: several new approaches have already been described and new artificial intelligence platforms have been implemented 12, 24, 29, 31, 32, 40, 91, 92 and integrated with highthroughput systems. 122 Other potential applications of reprogrammed peptides: peptide-based delivery-systems and materials Their diversity and versatility have made peptides promising candidates not only for antimicrobial, antibiofilm, and immunomodulatory purposes, but also for additional multifunctional applications. 28 Many classes of AMPs have been reported to be useful components of chemical/electrochemical biosensors for the detection of microorganisms, 123, 124 in which the affinity of the AMP for bacterial membranes is exploited to detect microorganisms through binding or peptide-membrane interactions. For example, a nanostructured biosensor has been described by Miranda et al. in which the AMP clavanin A (FLPIIVFQFLGKIIH HVGNFVHGFSHVF-NH 2 ) was used for the detection of Gramnegative bacteria. 125 The authors attributed the high sensitivity of the biosensing system to the specificity of clavanin A to Gramnegative bacteria. Another example is the design and use of a vancomycin derivative for the specific detection of Gram-positive bacteria on an impedance sensor. The sensor was based on the efficient capture of Gram-positive bacteria from the surrounding areas of the sensor by the vancomycin derivative molecules that were deposed as a thin film over the sensor surface. 126 The rational design of peptides with higher affinity for specific bacterial strains or genera will lead to more sensitive and accurate detection and diagnostic systems.
Peptide-based smart bioresponsive materials that are sensitive to biological or chemical changes in their environments are very well-known and explored platforms for the detection or delivery of other biomolecules. 127 They are typically used for therapeutic purposes, such as diagnosis, drug delivery, tissue engineering and for constructing biomedical devices, but also for the generation of biodegradable materials and other types of responsive materials such as the multifunctional hydrogels. In comprehensive reviews Mart et al. 128 and Lu et al. 129 describe how engineered peptide-based materials can be constructed according to their properties and responsiveness.
Engineered peptides have been used for unusual applications, such as scaffolds for a templated chromophore assembly for artificial light-harvesting systems; here, modified peptides served to create tailored antenna architectures with yellow, red, and blue chromophores, exploiting three dynamic covalent reactions simultaneously, disulfide exchange, acyl hydrazone, and boronic ester formations. 130 Additionally, peptides have been used for the generation of a supercapacitor with improved perfomance 131 and piezoelectric materials for the creation of a flexible generator. 132 
Conclusions and outlook
The unique physicochemical and structural properties of engineered peptides render them a variety of three-dimensional scaffolds that, when coupled to computational biology tools, allow the extrapolation of peptides for the development of new biotechnological applications. In this Feature Article, we have described the importance of rational design, including biological, physicochemical, and structural descriptors, for the discovery and design of engineered, biologically active peptides.
In particular, advances in the generation of biological activity data by high-throughput experimental platforms provide the necessary raw material for subsequent computer-based design and discovery. Successful methods to date include pattern recognition approaches and GAs. In turn, these techniques can be used to gain an understanding of how the structural and physicochemical properties of peptides influence their diverse biological activities. It has been reported that peptides can be reprogrammed to act selectively, an interesting biological property that may be incorporated to design novel antimicrobial, antibiofilm and immunomodulatory agents and to build peptides as carriers for drug delivery. The fine-tuned control of the properties of biologically active peptides remains a challenge, because the influence of several activity and structural descriptors on function is still unclear. We believe that structure-functionguided and deep learning approaches, coupled with dynamic simulation analyses of these molecules will help elucidate the role of the most important biological activity descriptors of peptides.
Reprogramming peptides represents an exciting avenue for combatting infections caused by microorganisms and for generating forthcoming smart technologies, such as biosensors, stimuliresponsive materials, and drug delivery scaffolds.
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